
        Concealed Carry Courses    WHY US? 

             Please read the PRIME reasons below why you should take your CCW class and ALL your 

                  Firearms training with us!  (You can also read our reviews link off our website) 

1- Beginners are as welcome as the experienced shooter!  We only do 1 ON 1 Training for EACH 

AND EVERY STUDENT while they are on the firing line , and that time is tailored to their 

individual skill levels! No matter what their previous skill levels are they get a PERSONAL U.S. 

MARINE CORPS INSTRUCTOR WHILE ON THE FIRING LINE!  From your first shot to your last shot 

your instructor is YOUR INSTRUCTOR ALONE!  And the time on the firing line is tailored to your 

skill level.  THINK !!! If an instructor (No matter how good he is) has more than 1 student on the 

firing line the safety of EVERYONE on that firing line could be compromised (In our opinion)!  Do 

you personally know that other student next to you? Do you personally know that he is not 

careless or just plain an IDIOT? Do you know if that person listened to all the instruction in the 

classroom and if they did, do they remember it all?  Do you know for sure if that other student 

will be keeping his gun pointed DOWN RANGE while the instructor is busy helping you or 

someone else? ARE YOU SURE?  OUR INSTRUCTORS ARE SHOULDER TO SHOULDER WITH 

THEIR STUDENTS, ALWAYS! Never 5-6 feet behind them (God forbid even farther behind).  

  Does the instructor have eyes in the back or side of his head? If your instructor has as little as 

just 2 students to watch and he is busy helping one WHAT IS THAT OTHER STUDENT DOING? 

That other student could be pointing his or her gun RIGHT AT YOU!!!   

  This is the #1 reason we do 1 on 1 only training for EACH AND EVERY STUDENT while they are 

on the firing line!  It is our opinion that safety can be compromised on the firing line ANY TIME 

there is more than a 1 on 1 ratio of student to instructor so WE DON’T DO THAT! PERIOD! Plus 

you learn much more with your own personal instructor! The total novice will at least learn 

some basic combat handgun skills before they leave the firing line and the more experienced 

shooter will become better than he or she ever was before due to the firing line time being 

tailored to that individual.   

 Take ALL your firearms classes and training with us and you are guaranteed never to 

be PUPPY MILL trained ! And you are as safe as possible on the firing line so that you 

can concentrate on how to STAY ALIVE IN A DEADLY FORCE SITUATION! Not worry 

about what the other guy next to you is doing on the firing line! 

  WE DON’T CHEAT YOU by having you do your shooting INDOORS!!! Other instructors 

taut how they will keep you all nice and warm or dry and comfy on an INDOOR Range 

(Appealing to a weakness in our opinion that could get you hurt or even killed) WE 

REFUSE to do that to you! We are U.S. Marines! WE TRAIN YOU THE BEST WAY 

POSSIBLE! You NEED to know how to shoot under ANY condition and we train you for 

that, don’t worry we wont be yelling or screaming at you at all.  Our instructors are 

extremely patient. We have more POSITIVE REVIEWS on the internet from women 



novices and experienced shooters alike than most any other company. In OUR Opinion 

If you only train yourself indoors you can have a very bad day and end up DEAD if you 

are attacked OUTDOORS! How do you think you will handle a deadly force situation in 

WINTER with all your heavy clothes on when all you were ever trained on was a nice 

warm comfy and dry indoor range?  Conditions don’t pick a gunfight; they can and do 

happen anywhere or at any time of the year! We teach versatility even to the novice 

shooters. Plus there are concerns with the (as of this date) yet UNKNOWN EFFECTS of 

the long term effect of LEAD SMOKE from indoor ranges, and there can be a lot of lead 

smoke in the air when you have 7-10 students firing all at once in an indoor range 

(basically a small room).  PLUS the noise of 7-10 students firing all at once in an indoor 

range (a small room) can be considerable as well.  

2- All the instructors are Former U.S. Marine Corps instructors and some are even still on active 

duty in the Marines! Some of the instructors have survived more deadly encounters in 1 day out 

of a whole year long tour of deadly encounters (every day) than most law enforcement officer’s 

experience in a 20 year carrier. Plus all the instructors are also NRA certified instructors in most 

fields of firearms training on top of their Military instructor status!   

3- Our classes are GUARANTEED the lowest priced classes in Cuyahoga County Ohio for all that we 

offer! Ask us about our LOWEST PRICE GUARANTEE or see it on our web site. 

4- You get the FREE USE of a firearm and ammo (22 cal) if you don’t have one of your own to use 

in the class. We have many different guns you can use. Bigger guns are available but there is a 

cost for the ammo with the bigger guns. We always suggest a 22 for the total novice though. The 

novice can shoot the bigger guns AFTER they shoot the 22’s first. Work their way up so to speak. 

5- All the other things you need to take the class are also provided for and included in the class 

cost, including your targets, hearing protection, eye protection and tax, (There is a small $10 

range fee at the Range). We even provide FREE pop and coffee and tea in our classroom. 

Wendy’s is right next door for your lunch break during a class.  Just go there and bring back what 

ever food you want.  The classroom has some of the best office chairs money can buy NOT 

HARD seats which can become very uncomfortable when you have to be there all day.  
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